T: 305-720-2539
F: 305-716-9216
info@latindiscover.com

TRIP DETAILS
4 days / 3 nts - Argentina
Departures Daily
Trip Ref 1961
ITINERARY IN BRIEF

Cordoba and Jesuits

PRICES FROM $352

The Jesuit Missions were the product of a cultural mixture and represent a real example of political and social organization; its architecture
and artistic manifestations were devoted to decorate and beautify the missions, which, after the expulsion of the Jesuit Fathers, were left to
become the ruins that are nowadays seen
Day 1: Arrive in Cordoba
Upon arrival at Cordoba airport, you will be met by our representative and escorted to your hotel. Overnight in Cordoba.
Day 2: Cordoba (Jesuit Legacy tour)
Today you will leave on a full day tour to the Jesuits Ranches, declared World Heritage Site by the UNESCO. You visit the “Casa de Caroya”
Jesuit Ranch, which was used as a summer residence for students of the Monserrat College. After
that, you will go to Jesús María, renowned for its Festival de Doma y Folclore (taming and folk
music festival), where you will find the San Isidro Labrador Jesuit Ranch, pioneer in making wine in
this area. Continuing you visit the historical “Posta de Sinsacate” and the area of Barranca Yaco,
where the famous political leader "el caudillo" Facundo Quiroga was murdered in an ambush in
1834. You arrive later at the Santa Catalina Jesuit Ranch, known for the beauty of its baroque style
church façade. Return to the hotel. Overnight in Cordoba.
(Included meals: breakfast)
Day 3: Cordoba (free day)
Day at leisure for optional activities. Overnight in Cordoba.
(Included meals: breakfast)
Day 4: Fly out from Cordoba
At the set time you will be transferred to Cordoba airport.
(Included meals: breakfast)

Price per person
Code

Tour/Hotel

Min.
Pax

Meals

SGL

DBL

Departure/Validity

2

According
to itinerary

$1,111

$919

Daily
From Mar 01 to
Dec 31/2006

The Road of the Jesuit Estancias

AR 061
Ea. La Paz / Hotel NH Panorama

(Prices can change without notice)
Includes: 3 nights lodging with daily breakfast, meals/ tours & transfers as per the itinerary. Transfers in private service without guide and
excursions in shared regular services with english/ spanish speaking local guide.
Not included: International and domestic Air Fare, airport taxes, beverages, early check in/ late check out at hotels, meals/ services not
mentioned, entrance fee, gratuities and personal expenses.
Notes:
-Prices per person in USDollars.
- A supplement may apply for solo travellers
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-The services are subject to the availability & rates at the moment of the reservation
-This program may be altered depending on the airline`s schedule
-Rates do not apply on Easter, Christmas, New Year ´s Eve and National holidays
Ways to
contact us

email: info@latindiscover.com or Skype: latindiscover
Tollfree: 1-866-369-8046 USA
Tel: 305 720 2539 USA, (506) 2290 4017 Costa Rica
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